Gala Quilt Guild Meeting Minutes May 21, 2022
The morning workshop was making a zigzag table runner. Cathy Poiner taught the workshop. Eleven
people attended the workshop and many beautiful tablerunners were made.
Linda Walker opened the meeting by introducing new and returning members. Carlyn Smith, Tucky, has
rejoined. She was a member about 10 years ago. Trina Walker and Judy Lyon also joined.
Everyone introduced themselves and told what kind of fabric was their favorite.
Twenty Eight people attended the meeting. There are currently 39 paid members.
Pam Brandt did a very nice program on barn quilts. The first Barn Quilts were made October 13, 2001.
There are now over 3000 barn quilts. These are usually 8’x8’. There are many barn quilt trails
throughout the United States. On Saturday June 11 members of the guild will go to the tavern at Fort
Mitchell to make their own mini barn quilt. Those who are signed up should bring a lunch and $25. The
workshop is from 9-3.
Linda Walker told about the trip to the museum that many members took and suggested that the guild
make a donation to the guild.
Hope Harbor in Columbus and the Crisis Center in Phoenix City were picked as charities for donation
quilts. Linda talked about the ongoing project of making Jelly roll quilts for these charities. She passed
out kits to make tops or backs and encouraged everyone to participate.
Kathryn Shephard, the treasurer, said that the balance in the checkbook was $4946. $842 was made at
the Fort Mitchell festival/quilt exhibition. Linda Hayes suggested that a table be set up for the fall
festival at Fort Mitchell.
At the June and July meetings LeeAnn Scoggins will do a workshop on making a one block wonder.
Fabric requirements include Large Print fabrics. Six repeats of a pattern will be needed.
In August, Sunny Pedigo will do a workshop on making cathedral windows out of bluejean fabric. A 6
inch circle of soft denim will be required.
In July there will be an ice cream social. The guild will provide ice cream. Members are to bring various
toppings. In July a road trip is being planned to Childersburg, Alabama to a fabric store called J.Light.
Those who are participating in the row by row exchange showed their progress and passed them to the
next person.
Everyone enjoyed show and tell.

